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ABSTRACf

This thesis applies the theory of atoms in molecules to a series of

hydrocarbon molecules. The atoms of theory are those that satisfy the

quantum boundary condition. It is shown that regions of real space that

obey this quantum boundary condition exist and the quantum mechanics

which governs the total system also governs the atomic subsystems.

Thc5e atoms of theory can be identified as the atoms of chemistry. An

important result of this is that the total value of a property is a sum of

the atomic contributions. Standard group energies can be defined. Using

these facts, the additivity scheme for the homologous series of

hydrocarbons, CH3(CH2)mCH3. starting at m=O is recovered. The standard

group energies are used in the prediction of strain energies. Finally it is

shown that the Laplacian of the charge distribution is able to recover

both the geometry model of Lewis and VSEPR theory as well as chemical

reactivity.

Chapter

e)(amines the

givf's an overview of the basic theory itself while Chapter ((

, ilarge density for evidence of the atoms of theory. In

Chapter III and IV a series of hydrocarbon molecules are investigated

using the theory of atoms in molecules. Chapter V uses the Laplacian of

the charge density to recover the Lewis and VESPR models and to

provide a deeper understanding of the bridgehead bond of propellane

molecules.
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Chapter I

Review of the Theory of Atoms in Molecules

I! Introduction

It is the primary purpose of this thesis to demonstrate that the atoms

defined by the quantum theory of atoms in molecules can be idcntifil'l!

with the atoms of chemistry. This is done by showing that the atoms of

theory recover the experimentally measurable properties of atoms in

molecules. The ability of the same theory to assign a unique strUl:ture to

any system is utilized in a study of the structures and structural

stabilities of a series of highly strained organic molecules. The thesis

begins with a brief review of the generalization of quantum mechanics

that leads to the definition of an open system that is identified as an

atom in a molecule. A prediction of the properties of atoms in molecules

is provided for by this theory. The generalization of quantum mechanics

is accomplished through an extension of Schwinger's prim:iple or

stationary action (Schwinger 1951), an extension which IS possible only if

a certain boundary condition is satisfied. An atom In a molecule IS an

open system which is free to exchange charge and momentum with its

neighbours. The boundary condition for an atom (1 demands that the flux

in the gradient vector field of the charge density plr.> vanish at eVl:ry

point of the surface S(O,r) which bounds an open system n.

say the surface is one of zero flux in \Jp

\Jplr) . .!l(r) = 0 'V r E Sm,r)

That i~; to

( 1)

As a consequence of the boundary being stated in terms of a property of

the electronic charge density. quantum subsystems are defined in real



space. It is because of the dominant topological property of a molecular

2

charge distribution, that it exhibits maxima at the position of the nuclei,

the boundary condition leads to the partitioning of a molecular system

into a set of disjoint spatial regions, each region containing in general a

single nucleus.

chemical atoms.

These are the regions which are identified with the

The properties of the gradient vector field also contain

The result is a

the information needed for a definition of molecular structure and its

stability, using the mathematics of qualitative dynamics.

theory of atoms, bonds, structure and structural stability.

A primary purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate that qu::mtum

mechanics predicts the properties of atoms in molecules just as it

predicts the properties of the total system. Following the review of the

generaliz:llion of quantum mechanics to an open system which yields a

definition of an atom and its properties, examples of the application of

the resulting theory of atoms in molecules to chemical problems are

prcsented. These enmples arc chosen to illustrate the principal features

of the theory:

a) The demonstration that each atom makes an additive contribution to

the avcrage value of every property of a molecular system. This IS the

prin~iple underlying the cornerstone of chemistry which is that atoms and

functional groupings of atoms make recognizable contributions to the total

properties of a system. One predicts the properties of some total system

in terms of the properties of the functional groups it contains.

Cl)nvcrsely. one confirms the presence of a given group in a molecule

through the observation of its characteristic properties. In those limiting

situations where a functional group is essentially the same in two



different systems. one obtains a so called additivity scheme for the total

properties. In this case the atomic contributions as well as bcing

additive are transferable between molecules. It will be shown that the

methyl group and methylene group as defined by the theory of atoms in

molecules predict the additivity of the energy which is experimcntally

observed in normal hydrocarbons. The deviations III this additivity which

are found for small cyclic molecules and which serve as the experimental

definition of strain energy are also predicted by theory. It is the

recovery of these experimentally measurable properties of atoms in

molecules by the atoms of theory that confirms that these atoms of

theory are indeed the atoms of chemistry.

b) The definition of bonds. molecular structure and structural stability as

determined by the gradient vector field of the charge density IS

exemplified for hydrocarbon molecules which exhibit a wide range of

structures. Included among these arc the propellane molecules. These

molecules have unusual structures as they exhibit an inverted tetrahedral

geometry at the bridgehead carbon atoms.

Second only to the molecular structure hypothesis in the ordering of,

understanding and prediction of chemical events IS the Lewis model of the

electron pair (Lewis 1916). This model and its associated models of

molecular geometry and chemical reactivity find physical expression in the

topological properties of the Laplacian of the electronic charge density.

This scalar field. defined by the second derivatives of the electronic

charge density. determines where electronic charge is locally concentrated

and depleted. It plays a dominant role throughout the theory of alom in

molecules. Therefore. this thesis also illustrates the following:
































































































































































































































































































































































































